level, he knows this well» With a series of such experiences, he becomes frustrated and increasingly discouraged«
At this point he may see signs on bulletin boards at the Community center about "Job training«"" As he looks into this, he does so with some suspicion, for he personally knows few people, if any, who have obtained a permanent Job through a job-training program.  Yet with few employment options, he looks into the job-training program. He becomes involved, hoping to gain a permanent, well-paying Job.  But he approaches the program with cautious hope.  In time, he comes to see that marketable skills that would make him truly competitive in the workplace are not being offered.  The "skills" that are being offered, he thinks, one should not have to spend time in school for. For example, after being promised that he will be taught carpentry, he i s taught to caulk Windows instead.  He begins to believe the program is a sham, a waste of his time.  He begins to lose interest, yet he has few employment options and desperately needs money.  He will do almost anything at this point, though he badly wants a "good Job," preferring to have a law-abiding occupation.  Becoming socially involved with his fellow trainees, he remains with the program for two or three months. Later, he "lucks up" on a Job caulking Windows for $3.50 an hour and remains employed for a year. At the end of a year, he realizes that he's getting nowhere; thinking about his future he decides to join the army.  He attempts to enlist, but he is rejected because he lacks a high school diploma; if he wants to enlist, he must attend night school or somehow gain a General Equivalency Diploma.
Among some youths enlistment in the military is a matter of last resort. The following comments by a black, 22-year-old Philadelphia taxicab driver are relevant?
I was involved in a summer Jobs program.  It didn't work out. They had me working at a hospital.  But the people didn't really want me there.  I was there for a couple of months, and the first thing I know, I was fired.  I never could get a reason for it.  They wasn't writing me up or nothing, but they did complain about me, little petty stuff.  I got on [became employed] with the cab Company and started driving a cab. What they really need to do is just get people permanent Jobs. . . . The military has helped a couple hornies [close friends] of mine. But I wouldn't go in.  I would have to be doin' boss [very] bad to do somethin1 like that.
Unfortunately, many young men who are without Jobs and prospects strongly feel that they have only their manhood and their toughness, and until they gain something better they will try to retain that.  In attempting to do so, they often find a certain local acclaim and self-esteem among peers in fathering children out of wedlock, engaging in petty and even serious street crime, selling drugs, or burglarizing homes. They are often left to approach "trouble" for personal affirma-tion and gloat or brag about running and shooting encounters with other young men or the police.  Their resolution of a dire need for employment and money is sometimes to involve themselves in some form of antisocial

